Haiku Hike

saguaro brazos
stretch to June’s sun: barrio
translation: son primos

- Steven Alvarez

Metamorphosis
Haiku Hike

Metamorphosis

the end of gossip
the grasses we sit upon
gathering coolness

- Ramesh Anand
Flycatcher is gone.
Skies are blue with ghosts today,
Above new stories.

- Carolee Asia
mayfly nymph
she begins to speak about
that miscarriage

- Florin C. Ciobica
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Metamorphosis

Collect mesquite beans
Grind them into fine powder
Eat bread in the shade

- Isaac Flater
Haiku Hike

Metamorphosis

Sunflowers blossom
an explosion of yellow
where the house once stood

- Nancy Himel
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refugee camp
the morning rain turns
in holy water

- Vladislav Hristov
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Pima basket-
learning from the darkness
woven through me

- Jonathan Humphrey
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Metamorphosis

Went up the mountain
Found peace and some clarity
Came down the mountain

- Franklin Lane
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Metamorphosis

The healing chant sang
and mended all things broken
against every odd.

- Araceli Montano
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Metamorphosis

Mom

Who sang me to sleep,
inquired, “Where, for how long?”
Now, I hold her hand.

- Naomi Ortiz
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Metamorphosis

sleet becomes snow -
a gasoline bomb
in the teacher’s hand

- Alan Peat
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Metamorphosis

Spring’s mighty bullhorn
Wait! favor the alley weed
Here, my bare ankle

- Elizabeth Salper
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Having worn two masks
What changed inside while inside
Something seems brighter

- Audrey Scheere
hospice window . . .

willing a cloud

into a winged horse

- Julie Schwerin
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Metamorphosis

an ally
for her coming out
cherry blossoms

- Dan Schwerin
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Metamorphosis

Tree, teach me how to
let my leaves fly when my world
is at its coldest

- Monique Soria
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Desert penstemons
Nestled midst thorny comrades
Sheltering in place

- Tawney Weir
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Metamorphosis

Even the spring sun
can make hard asphalt supple
if it focuses.

- Vicki Wilson
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in sky above dry
wash- vermilion flycatcher
resets my life list

- Michele Worthington